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Fogo Data Centers successfully completed updated SOC 2 Type 2 and SOC 3
examinations enhanced to include HIPAA certification for its Hosted Health
IT Systems

Fogo Executives Have over 20 Years of Experience with HIPAA and Regulatory Compliance

LAS VEGAS and CARROLLTON, Ga. (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Fogo Data Centers is proud to announce
its successful completion of the Service Organization Control (SOC) 2sm Type 2 and SOC 3sm examinations
enhanced with alignment of controls with the requirements to the HIPAA security rule 45 CFR Section
164.308, 164.310, and 164.312. The exam and reports are designed to meet the needs of existing or potential
customers who need assurance about the controls at a service organization that are relevant to security and
availability. Mappings to HIPAA include the relevant administrative, physical, and technical safeguards to
protect electronic protected health information (e-PHI).

Fogo Data Centers completed this most recent examination on January 31, 2018 as part of its commitment to
providing the highest quality of products and solutions for customers in the healthcare, legal, and financial
industries; as well as other customers dealing with security sensitive or highly regulated information and data.

“We are pleased that our SOC 2sm Type 2 and SOC 3sm reports demonstrate our controls over the security and
availability of our services,” said William G. Esslinger, Jr., CEO at Fogo Data Centers. “We want to make sure
our customers are completely confident with the security behind the systems and resources we provide them”.

A SOC 3sm report is available upon request. Please contact us for additional information.

Fogo Data Centers to Exhibit at HIMSS 2018 Booth # 12513

Fogo Data Centers will be exhibiting at Booth # 12513 at HIMSS 2018 to be held in Las Vegas, NV at the
Sands Convention Center from March 5th to 9th, 2018. At Fogo we recognize that healthcare IT requires
services and support different than other types of businesses, and we specialize in healthcare IT hosting. Having
spent the last two decades working in healthcare IT with dozens of different vendors, we understand the
regulatory environment of healthcare and the complexities of interfaced solutions that meet federal and local
requirements. Our service level agreements (SLAs) are tailored to keep physician practices, clinics, and
hospitals doing what they do best – treating patients. We take the hassle out of IT, handling the hosting of EHR
systems, and any other systems, and working with EHR vendors and other vendors to support interfaces
between multiple systems.

In support of the #pinksocks tribe, a diverse group of dynamic people from around the world all working to
#humanizehealthcare, Fogo will be collecting donations to S.A.F.E House NV at Booth # 12513 during
HIMSS. Come visit our team at HIMSS 2018 Booth # 12513.

About Fogo Data Centers

Fogo Data Centers delivers advanced cloud hosting technologies and world-class customer service for growing
enterprises nationwide.

We deliver our products and services through a network of owner-operated SOC 1, SOC 2, SOC 3, PCI,
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HIPAA compliant regional data centers. We specialize in providing services to customers who are looking to
enhance their IT infrastructure and partners seeking to increase revenue and provide expanded services to their
end users. For more information about Fogo Data Centers’ cloud hosting, colocation, backup and recovery
solutions, see fogodatacenters.com, Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, or Google+.

Forward-Looking Statements

Except for the historical information contained herein, the matters discussed in the press release are forward-
looking statements within the meaning of the safe-harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual
results to differ materially, including but not limited to economic, competitive, governmental, and technological
factors affecting the Company’s operations, markets, services and related products, prices, and other factors.

Fogo, the Fogo logo, Know Your Cloud, and StashPro are trademarks of Fogo Data Centers. Other product or
company names are the property of their respective owners.

Contact:
William G. Esslinger, Jr., Esq., Chief Executive Officer
(678) 340-3646
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Contact Information
William G. Esslinger, Jr.
Fogo Data Centers
http://fogodatacenters.com
+1 678-466-6261

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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